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SEILI MOHAIR FLEECE BLANKET
Design: Lankava, Marja Rautiainen & Eija Aro
Size: 120x170 cm
Structure: Even twill with color and weave
Warp per m: Esito looped mohair yarn tex 500, (70 % 
Mohair, 26 % Wool, 4 % Polyamide, 240 g = approx. 
480 m): 100 g dark blue (856), 80 g undyed (407) and 
80 g sky blue (760).
● Width in the reed: 130 cm 
● Sett: 4 ends per cm 
● 1 per dent in a 40-dent reed 
● 520 ends total

Warp color order:
20 ends dark blue (border)
1 end undyed
1 end sky blue      160x
1 end dark blue
20 ends dark blue (border)

Weft per blanket: Esito looped mohair yarn: 180 g 
dark blue (856), 150 g undyed (407) and 150 g sky blue 
(760).
Sett: 4 picks per cm

Instructions: Wind the borders of the warp by holding 
only one dark blue colored yarn in your hand. Wind the 
multi-colored middle section by holding one undyed, 
one sky blue and one dark blue colored thread together 
in your hand but separated by your fingers to prevent 
tangling.
Weave 20 picks with dark blue at the beginning and the 
end. Weave the blanket using three shuttles. Weave 
a total of 180 cm with looped mohair. Leave 25 cm of 
unwoven warp between the blankets if you weave more 
than one.

Finishing: Prepare a twisted fringe with 5+5 ends in 
each fringe. Card the other side of the blanket. Trim the 
fringe.

Care and Washing Instructions: Air out the blanket 
regularly. You can brush the blanket with a soft clothes 
brush in the direction of the carding. Hand wash in plen-
ty of water with wool detergent. Rinse carefully without 
fabric softener. Squeeze excess water, fold widthwise in 
half and lay out to dry on an airy flat surface or towels. 
You can steam the blanket using the wool setting in the 
iron.
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